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ANALYSTS DESCRIBE “MOST HISTORIC” ELECTION
SINCE ’07 AS PREDICTIONS CONFIRMED, DEFIED

FRANCE AT A CROSSROADS, FACING RISKS AND OPPORTUNITIES

M

illions of registered French voters
poured out into the streets and into
the polling stations Sunday in a vote that could
very well alter the political landscape in France
and the European Continent for the next five
years or more.

Political pundits across the globe have already

seem to indicate a confirmation of the
criticisms of members of the political
community, while their opponents argue that
the results are best understood as a refutation
of past policies. One thing that is certain is
that everyone with an interest in the outcome
of the second round will have their eyes fixed
on the next election May 6th, which, if our
predictions hold, will determine the next
president ofFrance.

begun to argue the meaning of Sunday's
historic election, which largely confirmed the
predictions of some and differed from those of
others. For some political analysts, the results Get LIVE election day results at:
http://themarinernews.wordpress.com/
Our readers respond:

"I didn't vote. There
wasn't a candidate
that wasn't an elitist
asshole."
Jaime, 20

"I didn't vote. There
weren't any candidates
with even an ounce of
class."
Guillaume, 19

"I didn't vote. There
wasn't a single
candidate that could
ever understand a
person ofcolor."
Jerome, 24

"I voted for François
Hollande."
Carla, 44

O

NEW DANG HEAD

n March 12th, Professor Xavier Cervantes
took one for the team and became the
interim Head of the English Department at the
Mirail, ending months of confusion and
administrative back-log within the department.
He will hold the post until June 1st.
Unfortunately, the Department’s Chargés de
Cours teachers won’t get paid on time for the first
semester because there was nobody to do the
paperwork.
Chargé de Cours Christopher Connolly
described it as “absurd” and “very irritating,”
explaining, “Fortunately this doesn't put me in a
difficult situation financially […] I am quite sure
however that some of my other colleagues are
seriously inconvenienced by this state ofaffairs.”
Prof. Connolly was quick to add that “no one
should point the finger at any individual.” He
expressed admiration for D.ang colleagues
generally and said, “Thanks to Xavier at least the
vessel has a seasoned helmsman to steer it away
from uncharted reefs.” (That’s some Mariner
talk!)
“But as for the system, what's the remedy? A
blood-transfusion?”
Here’s hoping Chargés de Cours don’t need to
sell their plasma. If you see one who looks
hungry, take pity and throw them a crust.

HOW TO CHEAT
THE BAND-AID BANDIT

THE COKE-BOTTLE CONSPIRACY

1) Get the biggest Band-Aid you can.
1) Peel the label offa full soda bottle.
2) Write notes on the cloth-like part of the Band-Aid.
2) Scan the label into Photoshop.
Red (blood), brown (dried blood), or yellow/green (pus)
3) Delete the nutritional information and type in works best.
whatever text you need.
3) Put it on your elbow or knee.
4) Print out the label and stick it onto the bottle. Use 4) Scratch the Band-Aid as ifit itches at test time.
photo-quality paper.
5) Act like you're going to fix your band-aid.
5) Take the bottle into the test (Don't forget this
Pretend you're looking at the wound, but don't
step!)
pull it completely off (you don't have a
Because
6) When you need, look, but don't stare, it
wound!)
will seem suspicious.
6) Look at the answers.
everybody
THE PUNJABI PLOT

wants to
cheat...they
just don't
know how!

This method is high tech and requires at least 2 trusted
accomplices.
1) Agent 1 straps a cellphone to their forearm and uses
the cellphone camera to scan the exam paper through a
hole in their sleeve. Images of the pages are sent
automatically to an email address.
2) In a remote location Agent 2 (the smart one)
downloads the exam paper and uses textbooks/internet to
answer the questions.
3)Answers are then relayed to you, Agent 3 (the cheating
one) via Bluetooth device stitched into your shirt collar
that sends the answers to a microchip earplug you are
wearing.
Sounds impossible? This really happened in India this
January. Unfortunately the plotters -who were charging
clients $70 000 each for the help- were caught. But we
firmly believe that French cheaters are superior to Indian
cheaters. Go ahead...make us proud, Mirail!

THE MARINER

For a reasonable sum, somebody from the Mariner team
would be very pleased to take your exam for you and give
the moyenne-smashing benefits of our impeckable
spelling.
Meet under the Arch at midnight. Wear a trenchcoat,
fedora and dark glasses. Carry a bouquet of daffodils in
your left hand.
DSK Cheater Scale
Only English
exams...other
Quick 'n Dirty. That's how
subjects, we really
we like it.
can't help you.
And ifit's phonetics,
Hard as a Chimp in Rut
don't even bother
asking

\

Strictly for
International M-F's

HOW NOT TO CHEAT
THE ONE LAST JOB

THE CLASSIC

Used in every single exam in the history of the world ever,
the "Classic" just means writing the answers on paper or
your body. Is it too unsophisticated to be successful in the You know in the movies, when the hero goes back for
"one last job?" We know the moment we hear that, it
modern exam-cheating environment?
will never work out, right? Just a bad idea.
Mlle. X in L1 LEA was busted with notes in
Same thing goes for copying Wikipedia for your
her pencil cases during a phonetics exam.
Psychopathology exam, right Mlle X, L2
(1 year suspension.)
100% Real Psych? (2 year suspension)
Four L3 Tourism students were caught
Cheating Fails
with notes in their books. (Reprimand.)
from the Mirail's
THE JAPANESE ELVIS
THE GEORGE W. BUSH
Biggest
Brains.
GENIUS AWARD WINNER
Don't try this at

home...or at
school.

Our favorite: Mr. X, L1 LEA, copied a friend's work for
his LA006 Office Technology exam....but FORGOT
TO DELETE THE NAME of the person he was
copying from the Mircosoft Word file.
(1 year probation.)
The friend claimed she had no knowledge of the
cheating, and alleged he knew her password and copied
her work without her help. The Committee believed her
- no punishment.
We say she was very lucky.

Does this ever work?
Mr. X in L1 LEA didn't go to his Spanish exam last
June. Instead he asked a student from Capitole to go
to the test and turn in a BLANK exam paper. Why?
Because he's an idiot. Not even an imposter who knew
the answers? C'mon man, you're doing it wrong! (1
year probation)

THIS WILL GO DOWN ON YOUR
PERMANENT
RECORD
When You Get Cheating, Disciplinary Committee Gets Gangsta-Wild
by PaulScanlan

T

he Conseil de Discipline or Discipline
Committee. No, it’s not a German New Wave
band or those severe ladies you met on that website
(also German, obvs)

No, it’s the panel that hears evidence and
administers punishments when Mirail students
break the rules. And it turns out, there’s a lot of rule
breaking. The Committee’s hearings aren’t public,
but their judgments are: they are posted in some
UFR’s and the hallway of the top floor of the
Admin building, and they sure are interesting
reading.
Notes in pencil cases, Wikipedia, faking Mirail
grade transcripts to apply to Capitole/get money
from the CROUS, imposters taking exams…there’s
a lot of poor stupid bastards getting caught cheating
at the Mirail. (See HOW NOT TO CHEAT, Page
3, for highlights)
The Mariner spoke with Mme. Annick Stalinski,
Secretary of the Discipline Section, to hear how it
all works.
The Committee is a part of the Governing Council
(Conseil d’Administration) of the Mirail. Students
elected to the Council are have to sit on two of the
six seats on the Disciplinary Committee. The others
are teachers, plus Mme. Stalinski. All French
universities are covered by the same law.
Most of the Committee’s business deals with
cheating of one kind or another, as well as issues
like harassment or violence, “which does happen,”
Mme. Stalinski said.
If you’re busted cheating – it could be cell phones,
notes, or an exam "that's very well-written"
plagiarized from the internet - the teacher
observing the exam has the student sign a
document attesting to the allegation. The student
can either sign it or not; either way they continue
with the exam.
The director of the UFR or the teacher reports the
incident to Mme. Stalinski, who convenes the
Committee
First the matter goes before the three-member
Committee
of Enquiry
(Commission
d’Instruction), which hears both sides of the story:
the student’s version and the report from the staff
member.
Following that, the case is heard by the full sixmember Committee. The report is read and the
student has another chance to present their defense.
They can be represented by a family member, a
lawyer…or a Mariner. Then the Committee votes in
a secret ballot.
The decision can be appealed to the Ministry of
Higher Education in Paris. “I have one under way
at the moment,” says Mme. Stalinski.
The Committee can choose from a range of sick
and viciously sadistic punishments. In ascending
order of severity they are: Official warning;
Reprimand; suspension from the university for a
maximum of five years. (This can be probation if
the period of suspension does not exceed two
years.); permanent expulsion from the
establishment; suspension from all public higher
education for a maximum of five years; expulsion
for life from all public higher education. That's the
most severe sentence, now that the Iron Maiden
and something called “Tickle Hell” have been
banned.
What's the difference between an official warning
and a reprimand? “Well,” said Mme. Stalinski, “they
are the same thing, except a reprimand is more
serious than an official warning.” Fair enough.
When deciding on a punishment, the president of
the Disciplinary Section first proposes what he
deems the harshest suitable punishment. A vote is
taken by secret ballot. If a majority vote is not
found, the president then proposes a more lenient
punishment. Another vote is held on that. It goes
on until either a majority votes in favor of the most
lenient punishment or the student is found not
guilty and no punishment is pronounced.

“That's why we have the Commission of
Enquiry: we often find that […] the
student was not at fault,” says Mme.
Stalinski.
In the case of a cabal of students who
copied a doctor’s certificate to justify
absences to get a grade, one explained
she had been working nights at “McDo”
(as the report calls it!) in order to be
“financially independent” and “didn’t
have the courage” to go to class some
mornings. She received a lighter
punishment. “We do take into account
extenuating circumstances.” But,
Stalinski warns, “We don't take people
just at their word! We carry out an
investigation.”
Four students in L3 Tourism who were busted with
notes inside their accounting books during a
Financial Management exam wrote a collective
apology letter. Can contrition help reduce your
punishment? “We're not going to whitewash things
just because the student says they’re sorry,” says
Mme. Stalinski. But if it’s a “flagrant case, but the
student insists on saying, ‘No it wasn't me! I didn't
do it!’ it certainly won't count in their favor.”
The student automatically gets a zero grade, if
found guilty. Plus any punishments go on the
student’s university records but are expunged after
three years (as long as you don't screw up again.) It
will appear on your record, if you try to enroll at
another French University during those three years.
I asked Mme. Stalinski about the seemingly
incompetent cheating, like when one guy copied
another’s Microsoft Word file but forgot to remove
her name! "You know students don't always do the
most intelligent things when they want to cheat,"
she deadpanned.
The Discipline Committee meets at least three
times a year. And they’re not hurting for work: “In
November we had 27 cases. I've never had so many
cases at once. We beat the record! In the past
sometimes we just had three or four [cases]”
Mme. Stalinski blames technology for the growing
cheating trend. “I've been doing this for 12 years.
And we've never had so many cases. And it's
because oftechnology: iPhones and such.”
”Students don't hesitate to download in the middle
of the exam. It sounds incredible but it is
increasing.”
I mentioned the dumbass Mlle. X in L2 Psych,
whose PY009 Psychopathology &
Clinical Psychology exam paper contained “large
portions” of a Wikipedia page, but who argued she
had memorized them. The Committee judged this
“impossible” (Punishment: 2 year suspension) And,
btw, why do so many Psych students seem to cheat?
“You can quote somebody within quotation marks,
but the moment you don't attribute it and make it
seem like you wrote it… that's plagiarism.”
Only one problem, cheaters: “These days it's really
easy for a teacher to use detection software to spot
plagiarism. Easier to cheat; easier to detect
cheating,” Mme. Stalinski explained.
Eric Castex is the Head of Unit for the ADIM,
which is part of the DTICE. We have no idea what
those letters stand for but it’s something to do with
computers. Mr. Castex explained they have recently
launched a bidding process to design software that
can compare your homework with other work
online.
The goal, he said, was “not to copy, paste, detect,
then punish.” The software will detect “similarity,
not plagiarism,” he said, “software compares” …but
only people can judge.
Mr. Castex described the Mirail approach as
“progressive,” emphasizing its educational goal:
students will be able to “self-test” their work while
it will be “a tool for teachers.” An additional
function will let teachers reverse search on the web

to check how often their research is cited.
Anyway, Mr. Castex argued, when it comes to
plagiarism, “teachers don’t need [technology] to
tell.”
Mme. Stalinski said students should know that,
“when they try to use documents in the exam or try
to download stuff from their phones, they’ll be
caught…and they should know the punishments
they risk. As I always say, it’s better sometimes to
fail the test than be expelled and not be allowed to
enroll in any other French University.”
Does some cheating go undetected? “That’s
certain…that’s certain. In a lecture hall, the teachers
can’t always have their eyes on each student.”
When asked if she had noticed students’ behavior
changing towards teachers, Mme. Stalinski replied
“I have had more cases ofharassment.”
Recently , one student was disciplined for writing
insulting comments about his teacher in his exam
paper, “because he did not like the teachers’ way of
teaching Art History!” Dude,, we all know that Art
History gets people’s blood up, but attacking
teachers in your exam is a) not cool and b) no way
to get your moyenne.
Some cases that come before the Committee can be
much more serious. More than one recent case has
involved shocking allegations where the victims also
pressed charges with the police. Out of respect for
the victims’ privacy, we won’t publish any details of
these cases. But it ain’t pretty.
But should cases ofharassment or violence be better
publicized in order to raise awareness in the Mirail
community? Mme. Stalinski didn’t think so, saying
it’s not the role of the university to publicize such
issues. “The university has an obligation to protect
its students and to stop the person who committed
the act, [but] we’re not going to transform ourselves
into the Depeche du Midi.,” adding, “It’s not worth
getting people worked up.”
Although she agreed the Mirail’s discipline
procedures aren’t well-known by students, if they
have a problem, “they know very well who to go talk
to.”
“The UFR and the Department are perfectly
qualified to respond to issues like these,” she said,
adding that UFR personnel can direct the student
to the university health clinic or a psychologist.
We’re not at all certain that silence on issues of
harassment is the best policy. Students: ifyou have a
problem like this, talk to a trusted teacher, your
Department Head, or go to the SIMPPS clinic for
help.
Ed. Note: Substantial parts of this article were
plagiarizedfrom Mme. Stalinski without attribution

The Mariner's Guide to a

Successful Summer

S O, classes end in a week, we'll breeze through those exams and

BOOZETO KEEPYOUCOOLER THANCOOL:
Possibly the most iconic

memoires, and then... IT'S SUMMERTIME!!!
So rather than blow another one playing with the dog or staying
with Tata Bartholomette, follow our good advice and get ready for
a kick-ass summer vacation.

A Mariner hard at work.

SUMMER JAMS

Here are a collection of
some ofour all-time favorite
summer-inspired songs that
seem to make it onto every
summer's mixtape.

Photo: Anne Bancroft

part ofthe summer season
is the hard, relentless
drinking that we all
inevitably engage in.
Before you twist open
another ass-tasting Kro',
why don't you try
something fun and festive?
Here's some ofour favorite
beat-the-heat, no-officerthose-aren't-my-pants
summer cocktails.
THE WAHINE'S DOWNFALL
This delicious cocktail is served in a pineapple, with as many umbrellas,
straws, and fruit skewers as you can pack in there. The premise of the
drink is to start with a base of Blue Curacao, and gently mix in
generous portions of rums, vodka, pineapple juice, orange juice,
champagne, and really pretty much anything else
you have on hand, leaving you with a sweetlycaustic, appetizingly green concoction that will
rock your world and impress your friends. Chilled
ingredients are a plus, but this involves
remembering to put them in the refrigerator
beforehand.
MARINER MOONSHINE
S omething a bit easier to make and a bit lighter on the
old student/professor budget is our classic Mariner
Moonshine. In a large glass or bucket, mix:
- 1 part grapefruit syrup
- 6-8 parts rosé (to taste)
It's that simple. No, don't say "oh gross!". You
haven't tried it yet. Try it. It's good.
THE WHITE WHALE'S WHISKY-COKE
That's whisky with no "e", otherwise called Scotch. Irish whiskey
is meant to be tasted and savored; Bourbon is only drunk when you
need to forget that you're in Kentucky. Scotch is smoky enough
(from all the peat* they burn to make it) that it perfectly counterbalances that goody-goody sweetness ofthe coke.**

"Summertime" - DJ Jazzy Jeffand the
Fresh Prince
"School's Out" - Alice Cooper
"SurfCity" - Jan & Dean
Beyoncé and Jay-Z at La Daurade
*partially decayed vegetation matter !
**no one knows !!!
"Summertime" - originally Gershwin,
Miles Davis cleans up with it, but
Coltrane and Mingus both make it No one likes to work. But sometimes our protective government doesn't squirt out enough dough for us to have any real
explode too
fun, and we find ourselves looking for a job. If you like English
"Do You See" - Warren G and Nate and don't mind kids, give American Village or Little Big Land Summer is also a great time for fêtes,
a try. You're sent out to the middle of nowhere and get to concerts, parties, and organized chaos:
Dogg
create your own little English-language universe with a bunch
ofFrench kids. Fun and it can pay well. No BAFA required.
June 13th through 17th - Rio Loco
"Waxie's Dargle" - The Pogues
(though no George Clinton this year)
"Gimme That Nutt" - Eazy-E
June 14th - The Brian Jonestown
Massacre at the Bikini
"Barrett's Privateers" - Stan Rogers
June 16th - The Pride Parade
(fun for everyone!)
"Supergroovalisticprosifunkstication" June
21st - Fête de la Musique
Parliament
June 28th to July 1st - Siestes
Electroniques
"Desolation Row" - Bob Dylan
July 4th or July 14th - We're #1 Day

Work work work...

Don't Forget !

I Was a Phone-Sex Operator
I

am not a 30 year-old blonde with massive
breasts. I login and create a character. And
then I talk to people, either by phone or by
text message. My job is to sound genuine and
I’m not.
I worked as a phone-sex operator for four
months. The job is not what you would expect
of a phone sex line. It’s way richer to be
honest.
Most of the things that happen on the phone
are disguised as some sort of dating service.
The clients can talk to one another. But in
practice most clients are heterosexual males.
We provide the women.
I don’t know how much they pay. Several
numbers lead to the same service. But some of
them are more expensive those are the ones we
are supposed to treat very well. I know the
most expensive text message service costs 4 ½
euros per message. The text messages are
pretty much pure scam. I don’t think the
clients can even talk to each other. And
they’re pestered with automatic messages if
they don’t answer. It’s spam and each time they
reply it costs.
I think in most cases it’s initiated by the client.
They find the numbers in porn magazines,
You’ve seen those pop-up messages on the
Internet with random girls saying, “She’s in
your neighborhood and very interested in a
sexual relationship tonight?”
As crazy as it may sound some people still
click on pop-ups. Then you get a message like,
“Elodie left you a message at 10:33. Duration
27 seconds. Listen to her message. (Phone
number beginning with 08 and the cost.) But
when you don’t know this kind of message, you
don’t know the scam exists. Half the fucking
world knows a girl called Elodie.
Some people are not that smart but others are
just happy that people would be interested in
them. Except it doesn’t work like that. They’ve
got no hope ofmeeting that person.
The service is divided between many subcategories - you have what we call
“Matrimonial services”, which are just dating.
No sex talk. Then there is a "Sexy Line.".Most
of the people go on that to talk about sex-or to
meet someone and talk about sex or just to
masturbate on the phone. Then you have the
S&M side in which people take the role of a
Sub or a Dom. This is mostly a talking thing,
mostly a fantasy.
Then you have gay people and they’re looking
for everything: sometimes they’re looking for
dates, sometimes they’re looking for a shag
and sometimes they’re looking for a tug.
In the case of text messaging we are meant to
ask questions so that the person will want to
answer and make the conversation goes on and
on and on. With phone services it’s mostly the
same we try to keep the clients online as long
as possible. As long as they’re online, they’re
paying. We aim for 10 minutes. Some stay far
longer.
A typical conversation will start with messages
not direct calls. Messages will usually go like
“Hey where are you from?” “Great! What are
you looking for?” “What do you look like?”

“Are you single?” “Do you have a kink?” “Do
you have a fetish?”
You keep the conversation going avoiding the
moment when the guy will say “Okay, let’s just
meet and arrange a date.” That’s when you
have to find a way out, because you’re
definitely can’t tell anyone that you’re going to
meet them. You can’t say, “Saturday, 2 o’clock at
the train station.”
The company has a fairly nondescript name.
It’s not “Hot Phone Sex Limited” or anything,
but it is a play on words. . The office is a
standard issue open space with a lot of phones
and computers - what you would expect from
any kind of telemarketing job. Other people in
the building know what the company does.
We get the craziest looks during breaks! It’s a
full-time job you work full time 35 hours a
week. CDI. It actually pays surprisingly well.
They don’t refuse to pay you or anything like
that. The catch is that the workplace is open
24 hours a day seven days a week.

His "Gretchen"
character wasn't
German-weird...this
was Austrian-weird!

Late afternoon and early evening people want
to have sex tonight. They like the idea of
calling a phone number and 20 minutes later
they have someone to make a date with and
have sex with. Early morning people- 6, 7, 8
o’clock just want to wake up and masturbate.
Late-night people you can actually talk to.
Late-night is between 1:30 and 5:30AM you
can actually take the time to have proper
conversations. They’re also people who are up
at night, either unemployed or working the
night shift. They have time. During the day
you have a lot ofvariety. I’ve had people calling
from work. Mostly just for masturbation
purposes.
You don’t just pick up a phone and talk
directly to someone. It doesn’t work like that.
It’s kind of like a server and old-school chat
platform, where you login with a nickname
and a short description - what you look like,
where you live. Then you can hear other
people’s names and descriptions and you can
send them messages.
We have another thing called AD "Appel a
Domicile." which are 1 min. calls except the
client doesn’t know they are timed. We do. We
pick up the phone as if we were at home, not
knowing who’s calling. We just have to make
that phone call last 1 min. After 1 min. it cuts
off. They’ll try to call us back.
There’s one other service which is pretty much
dying these days. It’s called “Amour au
Telephone” which is your classic sex line:
people paying to talk to professionals. This is
pure fantasy, masturbation - just what you
would expect
It’s actually quite interesting as a social
engineering process because you learn to see

As toldto the Mariner by Mr.
Mittens, MirailStudent
how people react and how not to tell people
what they want to hear, yet keep them
interested. It’s all about learning how to do the
job well.
You learn to avoid saying where you’re from. If
you just say that you’re “Julie, 25 years old,
skinny girl, looking for a bit of fun,” you will
attract far more people than if you say the very
same thing and say you’re from Marseille.
Because if someone from Paris logs in, they
won’t be interested.
Sometimes you begin with the sexiest thing
and then you tone it down to make them wait,
like say “You know what? I’ve never tried
_____ I just wish I could find a boy who’d be
willing to try.” You definitely get some replies
to that. Then you make small talk.
If you start by just throwing a barrage of sexy
things at the client first off, you will run out of
things to say very quickly. If he is under too
much sexual pressure he might expect
something very quickly.
If you talk on the S&M service you’re not
really expected to make small talk you’re
supposed to go right to “Hey, I’m a dominant
here - you’re going to call me Mistress!”
It’s not a very hard thing to master to be
honest. It’s confusing for the first two weeks
but you learn to delay, to use specific words
that are your thing, not just things you stole
from someone. You try things. Very quickly
you find a way to work without even thinking
about it. You don’t even process the thoughts
you know what you can say and you do it in a
very automatically
If you’ve just got one perfect character it’s not
very believable. You realize that flawed
characters are liked because they’re more
convincing. I loved a character called “Natalie!”
Natalie was used on the “Matrimonial” service,
so no sex. And Natalie she was 28 or 29 and
she had the worst life you can think of. Natalie
was sad and her dreams had just been crushed
and she just lost her job and she’s sick and her
dog was run over by a truck. She’s a country
and western song. This is definitely non-sexual
and it works because every person in the room
will want to protect her, will want to be the
white knight. It really works very well.
I had a character, a 74 year-old lady as a
Dominant in the S&M service. She always
specified that she had “more than 30 years of
experience in domination.” She wouldn’t take
no for an answer wouldn’t give in to any
nonsense that she was just there to yell at
people and tell them how to behave.
I found ways to cheat for example I don’t have
a particularly feminine voice, but I had to
impersonate a woman. I would either go for
the painfully stereotypical girly voice …highpitched, just what you think. It would
sometimes work, but it’s not the best. Older
ladies with a broken voice work very well.
My thing was whispering on the phone. You
can’t talk too loud because your husband is
sleeping in the next room. When you whisper
to you don’t hear the difference between male
or female voice.

Continuedon next page...

IWas a Phone-Sex Operator

Continued

Once I was so tired I didn’t care, so I just
picked up the phone and start talking in my
normal voice. And it worked! When people
want to hear a woman they will. You’re telling
them that your name is Christine, so they
believe you… sure you might have funny voice,
but who doesn’t?
I had one disturbing character screw up once
which turned into one of the greatest successes
ever. On the "Matrimonial Service", I was a
very sweet romantic girl in a wheelchair. It was
my idea… it was brilliant! It works wonders…
they want to protect you. They are all so
condescending it hurts.
At the same time, in the other window, I was a
40-ish sexy thing looking for a fling. And I
screwed up because I sent a message to
everyone on the sexy service saying “I don’t
know if you heard my description I just want
to be up front with you - I’m in a wheelchair. I
hope you don’t mind.”
I got so many messages… so many
messages from people. Everyone wanted
the wheelchair girl! Not because of her
personality but because of the wheelchair.
I was like, “This is sick! This is sick!”
One co-worker did a typical Bavarian
Lady, “Gretchen,” who would speak in
German clichés with a very thick German
accent saying the weirdest things. This was
Beyond German-weird …this was
Austrian weird! He was just spouting
random German stereotypes: “Oh yes! I
want to suck on your Wurst!” And people
just loved it. They’d ask for more and more
Gretchen.
There are things you learn that you can’t
unlearn. You realize the overwhelming
majority of people have very little to talk
about, have very poor imaginations. To be
honest it does turn you into a massive
misanthrope. Afterwards you can’t just hop
into a subway and look at strangers the
same way. Most people seem to substitute
a bullet point list for a real libido. The
majority of people want exactly the same
things: Big breasts. Doggy style. Anal. 69
…that’s the Big Four! They get you
everything you need in this line of work.
That’s your 10 minutes guaranteed.
But you do see weird shit. I think the most
iconic person was this man that we called
the Cannibal. He was very polite and very
nice. And he had one kink. He called just to
talk about it, not even to meet anyone. His
first sentence in every conversation was, “If
you were a cannibal, how would you cook me?”
If you went full recipe mode: bonus points.
And if you said, “Oh yes I’m going to cut up
your thighs into ham and make nice carbonara
pasta out ofyou," he would love it!
I talked to him the very last day I worked. I’d
heard a lot about him. It was such a great
honor! This guy was a legend! He gets off on
the idea of people eating him. I don’t think he
actually wants to do it …I’m not sure. But he
loves the idea.
Not all of the weird shit is entertaining and
funny. We got one guy who was really, really
depressed and was looking for someone to kill

him. We would go full support mode for him.
I remember dropping what I was doing was
working on to talk to him and say, “No, life is
wonderful, he should give it a try.” I really
couldn’t look at myself in the mirror if I didn’t
do something about it. I couldn’t really stand
by with someone threatening to commit
suicide.
We did have one guy who logged in as a
Dominant in the S&M service. He was he was
plain mean. Rude and mean. He wasn’t a
Dom he was just an asshole! One of my
coworkers got annoyed and stood up to him
–which we are never supposed to do. But she
said, “I’m sick of your shit. Stop arguing, get
on all fours, go fetch a fruit or vegetable to put
in your ass.” And the guy fell in love! The dude
fell in love with her and started sending her
love messages. To be honest it was good for
business; he kept calling.
There was this one regular who was from very
near Toulouse. So near you could just hop on a
bus. But this guy just could not leave his
home. I think he had some kind of OCD. I

once told him that I lived in a lesbian ménage a
trois with two massive breasted bisexual
women in the city center. So we invited him to
a three-day orgy and said we would cook for
him. But he always said no. He wouldn’t come
for a three-day orgy! With food, for Christ
sake!
We had this one guy on the text messaging
who just wanted to speak about his fetishes.
Let’s just say one of them was about farmers.
We had basically no work with him it was just
him talking, but it was disturbing. I need brain
bleach.
But there are other people that I’d love to
know in real life. One was a librarian - if I
recall - in southern Paris who would crossdress and he was just the sweetest person you’d
met in your life and I genuinely wanted to get
to know the person out of character. I didn’t

but I was glad to talk to him. You get people
who actually seem to have a life you get people
who don’t seem to have a life at all and have
no idea ofhow human relationships work.
The people who want to get off are the easiest
to manage because saying sexy things or just
breathing heavily into your headset is the
easiest thing ever. It’s not too weird because
he’s not imagining you. If someone’s sexually
excited by you: who you are, what you
represent, I can understand how that could be
disturbing. But this is not you. The very first
character I did was Thomas 29 years old,
dominant, top, truck driver …and that’s not
me. That’s definitely not me. I don’t even know
how to drive a truck! So I had no trouble at all
differentiating that person from me.
By the time I thought of introducing my
girlfriend to the work, it had become just
another job to me. Actually a very good one. A
friend of hers likened it to mild prostitution.
She thought it was a slippery slope, but really
it's just another form of work ...if you can
stand the idea ofsaying filthy things all day.
My girlfriend was reluctant, but then she
got a regular telemarketing job and it
was so crushingly bad that after a week
of that, she thought nothing can be
worse. So she just dove head first into
the phone sex industry. She has been
working there for five and half months
now.
What’s fascinating is in most workplaces
you will find profiles. But there we had
students who just needed a job until next
year; we had people who were laid off;
we have mothers 30 years-old 40 yearsold. Older people we don’t get so much.
Mostly people in their 20s and 30s and
we’ve had some 40-somethings.
I know some women feel degraded but
it’s a small minority and they don’t stay.
The work is about a character it’s never
about you. One time we were next to
each other and she was talking to a client
who had my first name. It did seem kind
of weird but then it became funny
because it was an odd coincidence
nothing more.
It’s never a turn on. I have talked to
clients about my personal kinks - things
that I really enjoyed - and I was really
not turned on at all. It was an automatic
speech pattern. Just work.
People ask me if the work has seeped into my
personal intimacy. A few weeks after I started
working there I was getting intimate with my
girlfriend and had a mental association with
something I did at work. I remember the sheer
weirdness… stopping and saying, “Christ, why
am I bringing work back home?” It was
actually quite disturbing. But you can
rationalize it and separate fact and fiction. I
hadn’t quite mastered the distinction yet but it
felt weird. I didn’t know if I was thinking
something because I’d been speaking about it
all day; of if I was talking about it at work
because I wanted it and was sharing my own
personal psyche with strangers. That moment
is such a boner killer. You have to distinguish
between the two or you’ll just go really, really
crazy.

Armando's Feel-Good Moment:

Food for Thoughts

This new issue of the Stir the mixture energetically. And now the wanderer connoisseur or a hobo bohemian.
Mariner is being published denouement: throw in a dozen knacky sausages, I did some research to see if you could actually
between the two rounds of which will delicately swim in the pork fat. Hungry? extend this principal and have free dinners everyday.
the French presidential A fun fact about this recipe that stopped me from
election, which is the best making my cookbook: it's the brainchild of a girl Here is my conclusion: the Mirail is not the only
moment to talk about the that could easily have come from an ab-training university in Toulouse, (and anyway you'll probably
be more comfortable eating at the others.) And
exercise video.
French national conversation topic: food.
Well one of my million-Euro ideas was to write the Anyhoo, I thought to myself there must be a better don't forget that every art gallery, museum, and
ultimate student cookbook. It was supposed to include way to help the Mariner's readers in the chore of theater have their own apéro events. I tip my hat to
125 recipes to be able to cover a different meal for finding warm meals – I'll give you a tip to getting the TNT, which distributed champagne like we
every school-day of the year. I also wanted it to only free food at the Mirail. Before we start, let's were in a hip hop video, instead of giving out the
include ingredients that could be purchased at Lidl. remember the Mariner motto: Always Stay Classy. boring old red-or-white wine option. I will not give
(I try to mention the brand as much as I can, in It's really simple: just pay attention to every event you my complete list of addresses, (it would be too
order to one day have the honor of getting a that occurs at the university – festivals, expositions, long, I could easily fill up the whole page.) I will
sponsorship.) This enterprise ended quickly, after week of the _____, etc. They are all on the UTM give you some of the best ones to follow on
two days actually, when a girl told me about her website. Usually on the openings of these events Facebook; the magazines Let'smotiv Toulouse, Spirit,
invention: spaghetti à la mode rillettes and sausage. I'll they serve appetizers like petit fours and wine. And and RamDam, and for the art lovers I suggest you to
explain the recipe quickly even if the name speaks so you can feed your brain with art and knowledge, follow the Château d'Eau gallery, les Abattoirs, Espace
shake some talented hands, pat the shoulders of Ecureuil and the Galerie Sollertis.
for itself.
Cook 500g of Lidl spaghetti (it tastes like the other smart people, and point to and nod at a frame, all
brands but is a lot cheaper) until it's al dente, por with your mouth full of mini pizzas. You will I know I didn't give you a healthy way to eat, but
favor! Stuff it into a big bowl. Add a pot of rillettes immediately feel more sophisticated and you can I'm sure your wallet will thank me.
and one of crème fraîche (please, not the light one.) picture yourself as a new class of student: a

serve, and I would be honoured to put my
sword at the service of The Mariner.
happen to have read some of your articles I thank you for the favourable attention you
in [last] month’s issue, and got struck dead by gave to my letter, and the celerity of your
the fact that you would consider to hire a answer.
lordless samurai.
Kenji Mehdi Chraiti-Kojima.
If he is lordless today, and since he boasts
about the present state of his career, one can
assume easily the dire end his previous master Dear Kenji,
must have faced.
Therefore, you’ve been contacted by a failure, Great, you're hired.
start you offas ChiefCrime Reporter, you'll
not honourable enough to follow his master We'll
have your own desk andeverything.
in his demise (where this said samurai must And if you keep your hands off the secretary,
have played no small role) or even announce you're sure to be head ofour East Asia Bureau in
himself with his title of “Ronin” bestowed no time. Thanks for the letter.
upon him by his dishonourable demeanour.
The Mariner
That said, I hope this will allow you to deal
with him in an appropriate manner (I happen Contact the Mariner at:
to know a ninja clan who makes discounts for
the.mariner.news@gmail.com
frequent customers, if necessary, since I hear
journalists must frequently dispose of diverse Read the Mariner online at:
rivals and other nuisances).
themarinernews.wordpress.com
On another note, I happen to be the heir of
the Kojima clan, and I accordingly honed my Follow our movements at:
skills in the ways of the sword, hand-to-hand facebook.com/themarinernews
combat, and traditional tea-making.
and on Twitter:
Having recently finished my training, I am
@themarinernews
currently looking for a lord and master to
Dear The Mariner
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Harrumph!

verb \h - 'r m(p)f\
intransitive verb
1: to clear the throat
in a pompous way
2: to comment
disapprovingly

Want to Harrumph at the Editors?
Have something to say?
A corection?
Some hot gossip?
A dirty joke?
Sendus an email:
the.mariner.news@gmail.com
Clarification:
In our article about the headless English department
in the last issue ofThe Mariner, it was not made clear
that Prof. Zachary Baqué's trip to Austin, Texas, had
been planned and finalized long before his accession
to the post ofDeputy Head ofthe Department, and
so, unfortunately for us in the newspaper business, the
trip was in no way a tax-payer-funded, champagneinfused orgy ofneglect ofofficial duties.

The Mariner is edited in a hidden backroom office
attached to the English library of the Mirail by
Casey Heagerty and Paul Scanlan. The Mariner's
masthead was designed by the very talented Florent
Guth, and other contributors are credited as they
appear. The Mariner would also like to thank Dave
Finkbrau for his help, and all the Finkbraus that
helped in the creation ofthe Mariner.

